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Safari storme 2013 model

-- Select other Tata Safari Storms variants- LX 4x2 BS IV VX 4x2 Varicor 400 VX 4x2 BS IV VX 4X4 Varicor 400 Engine Capacity 2179 cc Fuel Economy (ARAI) 14 kmpl Power 150PS @ 4000 rpm Torque 320Nm @ 1700-2700 rpm Body Style SUV SegmentUtility Ideal for 7 Safety Tech EBD Creature Comfort AC, Audio System Type,
Seat Adjustment * Fuel Economy Information has been updated due to 11/5/2012 EPA-corrected fuel economy estimates for certain 2011-2013 Hyundai models reflected. Length 4655 mm Height 1922 mm Ground Clearance 200 mm Width 1965 mm Functional Leather Seats [?] Seating upholstery is offered either in dust or leather.
Folding Rear Seats [?] Describes whether the rear seats fold off the car to form a larger boot. Some rear seats may have a 60:40 split. GloveBox Lighting [?] States if the glove compartment is lit. Tachometer [?] Meters showing how fast the engine turns in rpm (revolutions per minute). Travel Computer [?] Measures covered remotely
during that journey only in km. This can be reset, unlike the odometer that scores the complete distance the car runs during its lifetime. Some cars have a multi-function display that shows a lot of information, including tank range, immediate fuel consumption and environmental temperature. Cruise control [?] Keep an electronic eye on the
car's speed so you don't have to apply pressure to the accelerator to keep the car running at a constant speed. A useful feature if you drive a lot of highway. Fog Lamps [?] Fog lamps help visibility when in short supply, so it is necessary if you live in a place where winters mean regular periods with manure. No real gain in clear conditions.
Headlamp washer [?] Usually, jets of water directed at the headlamps are to clear dirt from them. Parking Sensors [?] Proximity sensors are fixed in the rear (and sometimes front) buffer that gives either audible or visual indication of how far your car's bumps are from obstacles. Rear Camera [?] An additional parkinng help feature that
displays a feeder from the rear camera on a screen in the car. Entertainment Steering-Mounted Controls 4 Comfort Rear AC vents [?] Dedicated air conditioning vents for the second/third row of occupants. Central close [?] To close one door (usually one of the front doors), engage or disconnect the locks on all doors. Send Adjustment [?]
Indicates whether the steering wheel is not adjustable or adjusts for height or height as well as reach. tilt and telescopic seat adjustment [?] Indicates whether seat adjustment is manual or electrical. Height Adjustable Driver's Seat Height-Adjustable Seatbelts Rear Defogger [?] Helps shortened water evaporate from the glass area at the
rear, improving rear visibility. Is especially useful in humid or cold areas. If you see thin horizontal lines running across the back glass, a rear defogger or 'heater' is Remote Fuel Lid [?] Mean you don't have to take your key to the fuel filler flap. Most cars have a cable release accessible from the driver's seat, or a push release that unlocks
with the central closes. ABS [?] An anti-Lock braking system helps you maintain steering control during panic stops and in low-grip situations as in the wet. It will regularly also stop on the road to shorten distances. A must-have worth every paisa. Safety EBD [?] An advanced version of ABS, EBD regulates braking power for each wheel.
Helps tremendously in different situations such as when the vehicle has only one occupant, or all five. Or even if a single wheel goes down the ground, EBD could be the difference between a scare and an accident. Air Bags [?] Inflatable bags of gas that were deployed in the event of an accident, preventing injuries - for example, such as
those arising from a driver's face hitting the steering wheel during an accident. In cars with eight or more airbags, they practically surround the occupants in a crash, isolating them some of the worst. They should be used in conjunction with seatbelts, otherwise they are not effective. Traction Control [?] Prevent a wheel from spinning under
hard acceleration either by applying the brake to that particular wheel or cutting power. This helps maintain vehicle control. ESP [?] The Electronic Stability Programme ensures that the vehicle travels in the direction pointing the front wheels, thereby ensuring greater vehicle control. Engine immobiliser [?] It will take more than just a
properly cut key to steal a car with an immobilizer: the key and engine share a radio frequency code that must match before the car's computer will allow the engine to start with the key. Automatic headlamps [?] Headlamps that turn on automatically once it gets dark. Automatic windscreen wipers [?] Wipers that turn on automatically when
it rains. Some cars also automatically adjust wiper speed. Child safety locks [?] Make the back doors unresponsive on the interior door handles. However, they open with the outside handles. Prevent unsighted children or escape from persuasions from opening the back doors. Engine &amp;amp; Transmission Engine type/model [?]
Indicates the swept volume of the engine. The more the displacement, the less stressed your engine will be. This is not a direct connection to power or scenic figures more with the widespread use of turbocharging. 2.2L VariCOR Displacement [?] Indicates the swept volume of the engine. The more the displacement, the less stressed
your engine will be. This is not a direct connection to power or scenic figures more with the widespread use of turbocharging. 2179 cc Power [?] Show how powerful your car is. Is a good indicator of top speed. 150PS @ 4000 rpm Torque [?] Indicates turning power of your engine. Is a good indicator of how driveable your car is - the higher
the scenic figure, the less you will have to turn gears into heavy traffic or catch up on the highway. 320Nm @ 1700-2700 rpm Compression [?] A high compression ratio generally indicates a more efficient and/or powerful engine. However, however, compression ratios and poor fuel do not mix well. No. from cylinders [?] The more the
number of cylinders, the more power that can be generated from a given displacement. Manufacturers are now cutting down on this figure - less manufacturing costs (lower sticker prices) and increased fuel efficiency (less internal friction) are the obvious benefits. 4 Valves per cylinder [?] Valves are what allows air and fuel in and out of
your engine. More the valves, the better your engine will breathe and the more efficient it will be. The 2-valve-per-head designs offer very good torque at a low revs, making them very good for commuting. 4 Diesel Fuel System [?] Indicates the type of fuel delivery system of the engine. Common Rail Direct Injection Manual 5 Final
Reduction Gear Ratio - - Performance - Dimensions Length x Width x Height [?] 4655x1965x1922 mm Wheelbase [?] The distance between the front and rear axle. A good indication of how much space - legroom - the cabin will have. 2650 mm Kerb weight [?] The weight of the vehicle. A lighter car will use less fuel, be quick, and change
direction more readily - all positive properties in a car. Safety features such as ABS, airbags and even crumbling zones contribute to the weight of a car, but not by much. 2000 kg Soil Clearance [?] The distance from the ground to the nearest object on the car's bottom. Will your car kill the small hill as a speed breaker clears up on the
road outside your home? Here's where you find out. 200 mm Fuel Economy - - ARAI Efficiency [?] Fuel efficiency as indicated by the Automotive Research Association of India. 14 kmpl Capacity 7 63 litres - Stretch and Pinion steering with power aid (Hydraulic) Turn radius [?] Turning radius is a good indicator of how manoeuverable a car
will be - the smaller this figure, the easier it will be to dart in and out gaps in traffic and make U-turns. 5.4 metre Suspension Dual wishbone type with coil spring over absorber Coil spring type 5 link rigid as suspension Brakes Disc Drum Body style: SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle)Segment: Medium SUV The Tata Safari is set to the market in
1998 and it has a body-on-frame structure that is held along the way. It was transferred to the 2012 model Safari Storm, which was very similar. Tata is one of the largest automaker in India and it owns the Jaguar-Land Rover Group. Despite being one of the most experienced off-road brands in the world, it has recreated none of the
British vehicles. It only improved the existing Safari. The outdoor look is very similar to the original, 1998, Safari. The front and the back were changed. A new pair of headlights with clear lenses have been introduced. In the back, the biggest change was the removal of the tail-mounted spare wheel. It was moved under the floor. From the
side, the change to the rear view mirror cases, which have been chromed. The high step in the car was held, but it was a price paid for the big land clearance. Inside, the said that not a single screw or bolt was transferred from the non-facelifted version. Aside from the after-market appearance of the CD radio installed in the center stack,
everything else looks better. A new finish in wood grain, chrome lines, and better finishes were the main improvements brought by the Safari Storm. The leather upholstery was presented as an option. In the tribal area, the Storm offered two additional side-mounted seats. Under the hood, the Safari Storm presented a new 2.2-litre diesel
engine with a variable turbocharge that offered 156 hp. It was paired as standard for a 6-speed manual. The braking system has been upgraded in all four corners with disc brake. It was available as a 4x2 or a 4x4 trapping system. 12 Photos Photos
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